FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP, CERTIFICATE

Requirements for an undergraduate certificate may be completed at any campus location offering the specified courses for the certificate.

Program Description
This 12-credit certificate will provide a solid foundation in leadership concepts and employment relations that can enhance student leadership and managerial skills. The courses can be applied to the bachelor’s degree in Organizational Leadership.

Specifically built for adult learners, students will learn with a Penn State instructor and other adult learners. Accelerated evening courses meet once a week for seven weeks in-person or via live video instruction with online learning components. As a participant either in the classroom or via video technology, students can communicate with the instructor and interact with other students.

What is Foundations of Organizational Leadership?
The Foundations of Organizational Leadership certificate is a 12-credit sequence of classes that provides an introduction to key leadership concepts and practices and provides students with the knowledge and skills that are characteristic of effective leaders. Certificate programs focus on a specific skill set, allowing you to earn this Penn State credential in a relatively short time.

You Might Like This Program If...
• You want to enhance your leadership and management skills while gaining skills that are characteristic of effective leaders.
• You want to gain specialized knowledge on workplace and employment issues from both the employee’s and employer’s perspective.
• You want to build your resume to advance your career.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP (https://berks.psu.edu/continuing-education/certificate-programs-adult-learners/foundations-organizational-leadership-certificate/)